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INSTRIMEtdTAL VARIABLE ESTIMATION FOR

LINEAR PANEL DATA MODELS

We review instrumental variable estimators for linear panel data

models where zero unconditional moment conditions hold for products of

instruments and error terms across time; no conditional moment

conditions nor high-order moment condítions are imposed. The models we

consider do not specify the error term distributions and allow

fixed-effect (correlation between the unit-specific error term and

regressors), nonstationarity (different distributions across time),

simultaneous panel data models (endogenous regressors), dynamic panel

data models (lagged dependent variables as regressors), and time-varying
parameters.
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1. Introduction.

Consider a vxl vector moment condition

(1.1) Ep(w,R)-0

where w-(y,x')' ís a random vector, and ~ is a kxl (ksv) parameter

vector of interest. An estimator based upon (1.1) is called a

method-of-moments estimator (MME). For a cross-section linear model

y-x'Stu, often we use p(w,s)-u.x-(y-x'~).x; if x and u are correlated,

then one can use E(u~)-0 where ~ is an instrument vector of dimension k

or greater. An estimator based upon orthogonality between the error term

and instruments is called an instrumental variable estimator (IVE), a

special case of MME.

The main questions in MME are finding appropriate moment

conditions, and then combining (more than enough) moment conditions to

obtain an effícient estimator; for IVE, the fírst questíon is fínding

instruments. MME (so IVE) is easy to compute and its asymptotic

properties are by now well known (e.g. Newey and McFadden (1994) and Lee

(1996)); its applications are too numerous to mention.

As for efficiency of MME, if the (vector) moment condition can

"explain" fully the score function of the maximum likelihood estimator

(MLE) which requires specifying the distribution of w, then the MME is

as efficient as MLE; otherwise MME is less efficient. If the only

available information is (1.1), then the generalized method-of-moments

(GMM, Hansen (1982)) obtained by minimizing

(1~rN)Eip(wí,b)'.{V[(1~rN)E1P(wi.~)1}-1.(lIJN)Eip(wi,b)

with respect to (wrt) b is the efficient way of using the moment

condition (Chamberlain (1987)), where V[.] ís the variance of [.] and

{V[.]}-1 should be replaced by a consistent estimate in practice.
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If we have the conditional moment condilion

(1.2)

then there is an estimator (Chamberlain (1987)), say estímator C, more

effícient than GhA1 and as efficíent as when the functíonal form of

(1.3) v(x)2-E(p(w,s)P(w,~)'Ix) is known.

For the linear model, Q(x)2-E(u2xx'Ix)-V(u~x)~xx'; if the form of V(u~x)

is known, then one can do weighted least squares (WLS) estimation. The

estimator C(as in Robinson (1987)) is as efficient as the WLS estimator

despíte using only (1.2).

In this paper, we review IVE for linear panel data models using

only unconditíonal first-order moment conditions as (1.1), but not

conditional ones as (1.2) nor second-order ones as (1.3). Thus the

models we consider do not specify the error term distributions, nor

restríct the form of heteroskedasticity or the error term serial

correlations. As in IVE for cross-section models, there are two issues

for panel IVE: finding instruments and getting an efficient IVE. The

second issue is solved by Gt9r1, and hence the first is the main concern.

E{p(w.R)Ix) - 0.

Suppose we observe N subjects (or units, individuals, firms) over T

periods. Assume that N is large and T is small so that we can apply

asymptotic theory wrt N but not wrt T. We take the following panel data

model as our basis: for i-1...N and t-1...T,

(1.4) yít - it t ci'a t xit's t Si t

lxl lxk Ixk

uit - Tt } wit ~ 4 vit'

c x lxk

tt: unobservable, time-variant, unit-invariant,

ci: observable, time-invariant, unit-variant,

xit: observable, time-variant, unit-variant,
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óí: unobservable, time-ínvariant, unit-variant,

uit: unobservable, time-variant, unit-variant,

k e kc t kx, ~-(a'.S')', wit -(ci'.xit')'. vit - óí } uit'

the expressions ".x." below the variables denote the dimensions. We

observe (yit'wit ) and estimate (z1...iT,~')'. Assume iid observations

across i and allow arbitrary dependence across t within a given i; also

allowed are nonstationary distributions across t. Si may be correlated

with some or all of wit; then (1.4) is called a"fixed-effect" model

which is more general than "random effect" models where àí is constraint

to be uncorrelated with wit. Wíthout loss of generality, set

(1.5) E(ói)-0 and E(uit)-0 for all t,

because both E(ói) and E(uit) can be absorbed into 7t.

An example of (1.4) is

(1.6J yit: annual wage of married men of age 40 to 60,

tt: effect of the economy on yit common to all i,

ci: race, schoolíng years,

xit: working hours, local unemployment rate, self-employment dummy,

ói: abílity, IQ, or productivity,

uit: unobserved time-variants, say, some variables for residential

surroundíngs and individual characteristics.

In the classification of variables into five categories in (1.4), the

category of time-variant and unit-invariant observables is missing. For

example, a macro policy variable, say nt, affecting all units in the

same way may be relevant. But so long as nt has a coefficíent

non-varying across i, it can be absorbed into rt.

There are a number of different ways the (composite) error term vit
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and the regressor wit are orthogonal across time. The simplest one is

E(witvit)-0 analogous to the usual cross-sectíon moment condition. But

also possible is E(wisvit)-0 for all s,t. Thus, differently from

cross-section data, there are in general more orthogonality conditions

than the number of parameters in panel data, which then leads naturally

to IVE and GMM for random-effect as well as for fixed-effect models.

For a random-effect model, the main issue is designing an efficient

estimator using the avaílable moment conditions and the error term

structure vit-S1}uit. These are also useful for fixed-effect models. For

instance, given E(vitwit)x0, if E(Siwít)x0 but E(uiswit)-0 for all s,t,

then we can use

(1.7) E(~vít-wit) - E(~uit-wit) - 0

for the fixed-effect model where Avít-vit-vi,t-1' Alternatively, if

wit~i}wit with E(wídí)x0 but E(wítói)-0 for all t, then

(1.8) E(vitAwít) - E(vitAwit) - 0

is a valid moment condition. Both (1.7) and (1.8) take advantage of the

moment conditions and the error term structure vit-ai}uit'
(1.7) and (1.8) give an easy way of classifying the fixed-effect

literature into two: one is "error-differencing (-transforming)" (1.7),

and the other is "regressor-differencing (-transforming)" (1.8) where

error terms appear intact in the moment conditions while regressors are

transformed to yield instruments. The latter, which may be called the

genuine IVE, is our focus. In some cases, the two approaches may give

the same estimator, and one may be said to be the "dual" to the other.

The rest of this paper i s organized as follows. In Section 2, we
rewrite our basic model using compact notatíons and present four types

of basic moment conditions. In Section 3, we present LSE, IVE and GhtF1
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for the moment condítions of Section 2. In Section 4, error-differencing

ideas for fixed-effect models are reviewed; also there, we briefly

review the "linear projection" idea of Chamberlain (1982,1984) for

fíxed-effect models. In Section 5, through an example, various

instrumental variable matríces for different moment conditions are

illustrated. In Section 6, two special variables (age and experience)

which require some attention in practice are examined. In Section 7,

regressor-differencing ideas for fixed-effect models are reviewed and an

efficiency gain issue ín using more instruments is discussed. In Section

8, a minímum distance estimation (MDE, see e.g., Lee (1992) and Lee

(1996) and the references therein) is introduced, with whích we can test

the constancy of the model parameters across time; for the case the

constancy is rejected, we extend (1.4) to time-varying parameter models.

Finally, Section 9 concludes. Section 7 on efficiency gain and Section S

appear to be new in the literature.

Throughout the paper, we will often use a T-3 case as an example.

As for notatíon, we use -p for convergence in probability, and -d for

convergence in distribution. If ~N(bN-S) aN(O,R) for an estimator bN for

s and SIN-pR, then we will denote this simply as JW(bN-S)-dN(O,SZN). Zero

vectors are denoted as 0. Assume that all random variables have the

fourth moments; the second moments are enough for getting asymptotic

distributions, and the fourth moments are sufficient to estimate the

variance matrix, say R-E(B.(S)}, consistently with its sample analogi
S2N-(lIN)EiN1Bi(bN). Denote the correlation for il and x2 as COR(a1,~2)

2. Basic Nodel and Moment Conditions for Panel Data.

Stack the model (1.4) for the unit i across t:
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(2.1)

yiT TT -

t

ci,

~a t

S.t

Sí

uil
t

This can be compactly written as (now cí íncludes 1 and one of rt's

drops out due to this; see the next paragraph)

(2.2) yí - m-T t(1T'~cí)'a t xi'(3 t 7Tgi t ui,
Txl Tx(T-1) Txk Txk Txlc x

- m'T t wí'3' f ví - qí~'n t vi,

Txk Tx(ktT-1)

where 1T is the Txl vector of ones,

7-(72. - .tT)'. 4i--(m.wí'). n-(t'.3'')',

and m is a Tx(T-1) time dummy matrix; with T-3, m is

(2.3) 0 0

m - 1 0

0 1 .

vi-lTóí'ui.

Estimation of rt requires time dummies. To see this, observe the

following two equivalent ways of rewriting (r1...rT)' of (2.1) when T-3:

(2.4) 1 ~ ~ il 0 0 1 T2-T1
~0 1 0 rZ - I3r, 1 0 1 r3-rl - (m,13)r

0 0 1 t3 0 1 1 r~

a
where i-(72-71,73-i1'il) - Having I3r as in (2.1) means that we use

three time dummy variables (I3) to estimate t. Alternatívely we can use

T-1 time dummíes along with 1 included in c. as in the second equationi
of (2.4); then the intercept estimate in a is rl and the slope estimates

of the T-1 time dummies are the deviations of r2 and t3 from rl.

One may ask what happens if we include 1 in ci but no time dummies,
perhaps because all 7t's are belíeved to be the same. Depending on the
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model moment conditíons, however, not using the time dummies can result

in (1~N)Eivitx0 for some t(i.e, not using the moment condition E(vít)-0

for some t); so it is advisable to use time dummies for the same reason

as we use 1 as a variable in cross-sectíon studíes. From now on we will

use T-1 time dummies and use 1 as the fírst element of ci.

To estimate ~, we need moment condítions between the observable q.1t

and the unobservable vít. For random-effect, there are a number of

possible moment conditions: for all s and t indexing tíme periods,

(2.5) (SUM) (a) E(Etxítvit) - 0 (b) E(ci~tvít) - O:

(CON) (a) E(xitvit) - 0 V t (b) E(civit) - 0 V t;

(PRE) (a) E(xisvit) - 0 V sst (b) E(cívit) - 0 V t;

(EXO) (a) E(xisvit) - 0 V s,t (b) E(civít) - 0 V t;

where SUM, CON, PRE, and EXO respectively stands for Summatíon,

Contemporaneous, Predetermined, and (strictly) Exogenous. Note that (b)

follows from (a) if xit were ci. For fixed-effect, we need to replace

eíther vit by a transformed error term or xit by instruments (recall

(1.7) and (1.8)) while adjusting s and t somewhat; how this is to be

done specifically will be shown later.

The following implication arrows hold:

(2.6) SUM a CON a PRE a EXO.

In SUM, xitand vit are allowed to be correlated. S(1M is the moment

condition for the LSE treating the panel data as N-T many cross-section

data, because the kind of the moment condition used for the LSE is

(1~NT)E1Etxitvit -p 0 a(lIN)B1(lIT)Etxitvit -p 0 a E(Etxitvit)-0'

In CON, only contemporaneous correlations are zero. In PRE, xis is
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allowed to be correlated with vít if s~t (e.g., rational expectation

models). In EXO, xís and vít are uncorrelated at ail leads and lags. By

omitting certain time períods ín PRE and EXO, we can easily allow

endogenous regressors.

3. LSE, IVE and GlR1.

In a SUM type moment condition

(3.1) E(qi~vi) - E( Etqít'vit ) - 0.
(ktT-1)xT Txl (ktT-1)xl lxl

the number of moment conditions is the same as the number of parameters.

In this case, the following LSE is the most efficient (analogously to

cross-section studies):

(3.2) hlse - (Eiqiqi )-1 Eiqiyi'

It is easy to show that

(3.3) rN(hlse-n) -d N(0, (Eiqiqi'~N)-1~(Eiqíviví'qi'~N).(Eiqíqi'IN) 1).

Nith T-3, the moment conditions due to 1 in ci and two time dummies are

(3.4) E(vi2)-0, E(vi3)-0, E(víltvi2tví3)-0,

which i s equivalent to E(vít)-0 for all t. If we do not include time

dummies in qi, we will be using only the third condition.

Turníng to the other conditions CON, PRE and EXO, we need to use

IVE as mentioned in Section 1, for there are more moments than

parameters. Suppose we have an instrument matrix zi such that E(zivi)-0,
where the column dimension of zí i s T and its row dimension is at least
as large as that of qi; we will show how to get zi in practice through
an example in Section 5. The IVE ís
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(3.5) hive - {Eiqizi,(Eízizí.)-lElzlql,)-1.Elqizi,(Eizlzl,)-lEiziyi

The GMM estimator is obtained by

(3.6) h -(E q z'.C -1.E.z.q..)-1~ q z, C-1.E zgmm i i i N i i i i i i N í iyi

where CN -(1~N)Eizivivi zi ' vi-yi-qi hive' and

(3.7) dN(hg~-n) -d N(0, {(Eiqizi'IN).CN-1.(Eiqízí'~N)}-1).

The IVE and Gh4~7 include the LSE as a special case when zi-qi. In the

following, we show the specific form of z for CON, PRE and EXO.

Using (T.k)xl CON moment condítions requires setting

(3.8) zi - diag(wí1,...,wíT),

for, with T-3,

(3.9) wil 0 0

zivi - 0 wi2 0

0 0 wi3

(3-k)x3

vil

vi2

vi3
3x1

wi2~12

wi3vi3

(3.k)xl

The reason xhy we use wi, not qi, is due to the redundancy of the moment

conditions: the 1 in ci renders E(vit)-0 V t, and thus the time dummies

do not give any new moment conditions. He need at least as many

instruments as the number of the parameters, which requires

(3.10) T-k ~ k t (T-1).

This is satisfíed so long as T~2.

PRE gives different numbers of moments for each t. For T-3,

E(vilwil) - 0 (t-1).

E(vi2wil) - E(vi2wi2) - 0 (t-2),
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E(vi3wil) - E(v13wi2) - E(vi3wi3) - 0 (t-3).

Since ci appears in all wit, there are redundant moment conditions. Let

(3.11) zi - diag{wil' (xll',wi2')', (xil ,xí2 ,wi3 )'}

to avoid the redundancy. This renders

(3.12) wíl 0 0
zívi - 0 xíl 0

0 wi2 0
0 0 xil
0 0 xi2
0 0 wi3

I{kx.(1t2t3)) i kc.31 x 3

wilvil
xilvi2
wi2vi2
xilvi3
xi2vi3
wi3vi3

With T large, the IVE with this zi can be cumbersome computationally.

The condition analogous to (3.10) is

(3.13) kx.T(Ttl)I2 t kc-T ~ k t(T-1)

which is satisfied so long as Tz2.

EXO gives even more moments than PRE, but its analytic expression

ís simpler using the Kronecker product: with T-3,

(3.14) zi - diag{ (xil~'xi2~

(xil~'xi2.'xí3 'ci.)~ 3

- I3~(xil~'xi2.'xi3 'ci~).'
{3.(kx.3 t kc)) x 3

This kind of instruments can be seen in GhA1 for cross-section

símultaneous equations where all equations share the same instruments.

The condition analogous to (3.10) and (3.13) is

(3.15) kx.T2 t kc.T z k t(T-1)

which is satisfíed if Tz2. As the IVE for PRE, the IVE for EXO can be

computationally quite burdensome.
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For some models, some variables in wit may be correlat.ed wilh vlt
at all leads and lags, or in a límited way (e.g., contemporaneously).

Then, we need some straightforward adjustments in above instrument

matrices; this will be seen in examples of Section 5.

4. Fixed Effect and Error-Differencing Idea.

In this section, we review error-differencing ideas for

fixed-effect models. ue will examine the best known example (the

"demeaning" estímator) in detail first, which is also called "the"

fixed-effect estimator, "within-group" or "covariance" estimator. Also

revíewed ís the linear-projection idea for fixed-effect.

To describe the demeaning estimator DME, define a matrix purging á.i
out by demeaning:

QT ? IT - IT1T'IT

whích is idempotent and symmetric. Transform (2.2) into

(4.1) QTYi - QTmr t QT(1T'~ci)'a t QTxi'(3 t QT(1Tóí) t QTuí

where

QTyi - (yil-yi.' " yiT-yi.) ' yi - (lIT)Etyit.

Then due to QTci-O and QTói-O, the second and fourth terms in the

right-hand side (i.e., all time-invariant variables) disappear to leave

(4.2) QTYi - QTm~7 t QTxi'R t QTui.

Now define
a ~

(4.3) wí -(m. xi'). 2' -(r',R')'.

Tx(T-ltk )x
.and apply LSE to ( 4.2) under E(wí QTui)-0 to get DME:

(4.4)
r ~a -1 a

gdme - (Eiwi QTwi ) Eiwi QTyi'
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rN(gdme-é~) -d N(0, ~ 1.(lIN)E1(wi~QTuiui'QTwi~').~-1).

. e
where ~-(1~N)Eiwi QTwí . DME ís the LSE on the mean-differenced

variables. DME appears e.g., in Anderson and Hsiao (1981,p.599).

Turning to other error-differencing ideas related to IVE, Anderson

and Hsiao (1981) íntroduce a dynamic model with wit-yi,t-1 to devise an

IVE after removing S1 by first-differencing (Yit-yi,t-1)' they propose

to use Ayi t-2 or yí t-2 as an instrument in the section 8 of their

paper. They also generalize the IVE further in Anderson and Hsiao (1982.

p.78-81) where wit has regressors other than Yi,t-1'
Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988) show bivariate vector auto regression in

panel data by including many lagged dependent variables. They allow S.i
to have a time-varyíng coefficient ~t; ~tdí is then removed together

through a transformation (each "wave" (cross-section) is multiplied by

~t-1 and then first-differenced), to whích an IVE with PRE type moment

conditions is applied. Allowing ~t however complicates identification of

the model parameters, for the unknown ~t is multiplied into them.

Arellano and Bond (1991) remove ái by first-differencing and do GMM

using only linear moment conditions that follow from zero

serial-correlation ín uit. For the dynamic model with Yi,t-1 in wit'
this means that the instruments include more lagged dependent variables

than ~ust yi t-2 as in Anderson and Hsiao (1981). 2ero

serial-correlation can occur in vector-autoregression models and

ratíonal expectation models if all lagged variables are included in the

information set at t-1; the latter models in fact yield conditional

orthogonality which is stronger than unconditional orthogonality. Ahn

and Schmidt (1995) propose using nonlinear moment condition as well

which are obtained by either restricting error term covariance structure

beyond zero seríal-correlation or imposing certain stationarity.
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Keane and Runkle (1992) do "forward-differencing" (y. -y. ) to1t i,ttl
remove S1 and then do "forward-filtering", whích is a WLS using the

upper-triangular Cholesky factor of the variance matrix of vit-vi,t-1'
The upper-triangular matrix is used to preserve orthogonality of PRE

type instruments while making vit-vi,t-1 serially uncorrelated; it

removes serial correlation with linear combinations of the current and

future errors rather than the current and past errors. Using the

Cholesky factor forces Keane and Runkle (1992) to imposing second order

moment condítions on the error terms.

The idea of forward-filtering first appeared in Hayashi and Sims

(1983). They proposed it for time-series data for the same reason of

preserving orthogonalíty of predetermined instruments in rational

expectation models with serially correlated errors, which can occur if

some recent lagged errors are not included in the information set when

the expectation was formed. Arellano and Bover (1995) propose a related

differencing idea of subtracting the mean of y17's, i-t,tt1,...T, from

yit' calling it "Helmert" transformation.

Arellano and Bover (1995) transforms vi into (when T-3)

(v12-vli,vl3-ví2,(1~T)Etvit)' - (u12-uli,u13-ui2,Sit(lIT)Etuit)',

and classify instruments appropriate for each component of this

transformed error vector to do IVE. Arellano and Bover (1995) show that

there are other ways to transform vi one-to-one to, say vi, such that

the first T-1 components of vi are free of Si, but that the same

estimator is obtained regardless of the form of the transformation.

There are many consístent estimators for fixed-effect models in the

literature. Then the choice will depend on computatíonal ease and

efficiency. Error-dífferencing, compared with regressor-differencíng,

may make computation easíer by removing redundant moment conditions. But
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efficiency-wise, in general, there seems nothing to gain (Schmidt et al.

(1992)) or lose (Chamberlain (1992)) by error-differencing, if all

relevant moment conditions are used and GhQ4 is employed for

regressor-dífferencing approaches.

The main advantage of error-differencing idea is that, since S, isi
purged out mechanically, we can allow any type of relationship between

Si and the regressors. The main disadvantage is that we cannot estimate

the coefficients of the time-invariants that are also removed along with

ói. This dísadvantage i s overcome by regressor-differencing that keeps

error terms intact but uses transformed regressors as instruments.

Other than error- and regressor- differencing, there is yet another

idea to deal with fixed-effect (thus overall, three approaches for

fixed-effect). As a prelude for the third idea, define the linear

projection of S on a vector n whose first component is 1 as

(4.5) E(ón')-{E(irrt')}-l.a - 9'-n

where e-(E(an')}-1.E(nó') is the linear projection coefficient; (4.5) is

valid even if S is a vector not a scalar. It is easíly seen that

E((S-d'n)-n'}-0; í.e, the residual S-6'a is uncorrelated with n by

construction. Other than E(S8')~a and E(na')~m, the decomposition

(4.6) S - d'n t (S-á'n)

is valíd for any S and n.

Following (4.6), Chamberlain (1982,1984) rewrites S. asi

(4.7) (ci'~otEiTlxiT'~7} t (ói -cí'~o-EiT1xiT'~i1

where ái is projected on (cí,xil'...xiT ) ', and (~o ,~1 ....~T') is the
projection coeffícient. with (4.7), rewrite ( 1.4) as

(4.8) Yit - tt t cí'(atWo) t xít'(~t~t) t Erxtxit ~i
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Ti (ái-cí'~o-Et-1x17'~7] t uít,

where [.)tuit is the new error term, and atwo, s.y~t and y~i are to be

estimated.

The advantage of this approach is that the linear pro~ection does

not require any restriction (other than the existence of the second

moments), differently from assuming that E(Slci'xil" 'xiT) is a known

function of ci and xil" 'xiT' The disadvantage is identifícation

problems: a is not identified due to ~o, and ~ is not identifíed

immediately (it takes another stage of estímatíon).

5. Exauoples of Instrument Matrices.

In this section, we show how to classify regressors as ín (1.4) and

set up zi in practice through an example. Recall the example in Section

1 where yit is the annual wage of married men of age 40-60, and

ci: 1, RC (race), ED ( education in years),
xit: WH (working hours), UR ( local unemployment rate),

SF (1 if self-employed and 0 otherwise),
Si: abilíty, IQ, or productivity;

S1 may be observable to the employer of the indívidual i but

unobservable to econometricians. Comparing vit-Sítuit with ci and xit'
suppose that we assume the followings:

(5.1) (i) RCi is not correlated with vit'
(ii) EDi is correlated with vit only through Sí;

(iii) WHit is correlated with vít only through uit due to the

simultaneity with wage;

(iv) URit is not correlated with vit'
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(v) SFit is correlated with vit only through ói.

Under (S.1), we can use at least 1, RCi and URit, t-1...T, as

instruments. Also if COR(NHi t-j,uit)-0, for some j~0, then the lagged

NH may be used as instruments. Furthermore, if we can extract the part

of SFit uncorrelated with ói, the part and its lagged variables may be
used as instruments. For instance, suppose

(5.2) E(ói.SFit) is not a function of t.

Then SFít can be rewritten as (a linear projection idea)

(5.3) SFit - mi } SFit-~i - ~i } Ait
where

mí ? {E(ó12)}-1.E(óiSFit)~ói and xi - SFit-mí;

Ai is uncorrelated with Si by construction. Hence, either of the
following (and their lagged versíons) can be used as instruments:

(5.4)

(5.5)

SFít - SFi,t-1 - Ait - Ai,t-1'

SFit - (lIT)SiSFit - Ait - (lIT)BtAit.

After the regressors are classified as above, suppose we take a

símple-minded approach of not using any varíable correlated with vit'
Then only 1, RC1 and URit can be used as instruments. Since URit ís

time-variant, we can impose various moment conditions on URit. In the

rest of this section, we will set T-3.

Omitting SUM that does not give enough moment conditions, suppose

we use CON type conditions

(5.6) E(vit)-0 V t, E(RCivit) - 0 V t, E(URitvit) - 0 V t.

Then zi' becomes
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(5.7) 1 0 0 RCi 0 0 URil 0 0

0 1 0 0 RCi 0 0 URiz 0

0 0 1 0 0 RCi 0 0 ~13

where both RCi and URit give three ínstruments. This is not using

the tíme-variant URit well, as can be seen in the following.

Suppose we use PRE type condítions

(5.8) E(vit)-0 V t, E(RCivít) - 0 V t,

Then zi' should be

(5.9)

E(URisvit) - 0 V sst.

1 0 0 RCi 0 0 URil 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 RCi 0 0 URil 0 URi2 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 RCi 0 0 URil 0 ~i2 ~i3

which has more instruments than (5.7); compare the columns with

UR's in (5.7) and (5.9).

Suppose we use EXO type conditions

(5.10) E(vit)-0 dt, E(RCivit) - 0 V t, E(URisvit) - 0 b s,t.

Then zi' is

(5.11) (1 RCi ~íl ~12 ~i3)~I3 - (1 RCi ~i )~I3

where URi-(~il'~i2'~i3) ~ this renders the most ínstruments.

Now consider using variables correlated with vit, in addition to ],

RCí and URit. In this case, basically, we should list all the moment

conditions for each vit, t-1...T. Define

ASFit s SFit - SFí t-1, OSFi-(~SFi2, ASFi3)'.

Omitting now the CON case which is easy, suppose that we use the

following PRE type conditions (recall (S.1)):
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(5.12) vil ís orthogonal to 1, RCi' ~il'

ví2 is orthogonal to 1, RCi' ~il' ~i2' WHil' ASFi2'

ví3 is orthogonal to 1, RCi' ~il' ~i2' ~i3' WHil' WHi2'

ASFi2, 45Fi3'
Then zi' is

(5.13)

1 RCi
~i 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 RCi ~il ~12 ~il ASFi2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 RCi ~i WHil WHi2 OSFi J

where zi i s now written block-diagonally for vit, t-1,2,3.

If we choose to use EXO type conditíons for URit, then zi' becomes

(5.14) 0 0 0 0 0

(1,RCi,URí')eI3 WHil ASFi2 0 0 0

0 0 WHi1 WHi2 ~SF1'

Compare this with (5.11).

6. Two Special Variables: Age and Experience.

Certain variables in panel data require some care in their use. One
example is time dummies and intercept which were already discussed. In

this section, we examine age and (job) experience. The fact that these

variables require attention can be easily seen in some papers mentioning

removing some of these varíables to avoid singular matrices. Those

remarks are written usually in piecemeal fashion specific to their

context; here we explicitly show how the singularity come about through
redundant moment conditions.

Consider AGEit which Ss usually included in the wage example. AGEit
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ís time-variant, but in a very limited way. It can be rewrítten as

(6.1) AGEit - AGEi1 t t-1 - AGE10 t t

where AGEi1 is the age of the individual 1 at t-1, and AGEiO-AGEi1-1.

Examining moment conditions between AGEít and vit, first, suppose

we use CON to get

(6.2) E(AGEit vit) - E(AGEiOvit ' t vit) - 0 V t.

Since E(tvít) - t.E(vit) - 0 was already imposed using 1, only

E(AGE10vit)-0 is new. Second, consider PRE:

(6.3) E(AGEis~vit) - E(AGEiOvit ` s~vit) - 0 V sst.

Again, only E(AGEiOvit)-0 ls new. For EXO, it is analogous. In short, so

long as we have IT (or íts equivalents) in the instrument set, use only

AGEí1 as a time-invariant instrument.

Often AGE2 is used along with AGE. From (6.1),

(6.4)

which yields

AGEit2 - AGEi02 t 2t.AGEiO t t2

(6.5) E(AGEit2 vit) - E{(AGEí02 t 2t.AGEiO } t2)~vit} - 0.

As in AGE, so long as IT is ín the instrument set, only E(AGE10 vit)-0
and E(AGEi02 vit)-0 are new moment conditions. Thus with AGE and AGE2,

we get only two more time-invariant instruments AGE11 and AGEi12. For

ínstance, for EXO in the wage example, expand zi' in (5.11) into

(6.6) (1 RC1 UR1' AGEil AGEi12)~I3.

Another notable point for AGE occurs in first-differenced models.

Suppose we first-difference (1.4) to get

f6.7) AYit - ATt t Axit'S t Auit, t-2...T.
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Since AAGEit-1, the column for AGE becomes 1T-1. If we include iT 1 in

(6.7) to estlmate the intercept, we will end up with two 1T 1 columns.

Using time dummies and AGE in the first-differenced model creates a

problem. Suppose T-3 and we have (I3,AGEit). Then taking the first

difference, we get

(6.8) 1 0 0 AGEíl

0 1 0 AGEiZ

0 0 1 AGE13

Thus we need to drop any two out of these four columns, say the middle

two. For a generic T, we would get a(T-1)x(Ttl) matrix, from which two

columns should be removed.

Besides AGE, often we have a job experience JEit in the regressor.

41ith no unemployment spell, JEít is little different from AGEit, for

(6.9) JEit - JEil t(t-1) - JEi~ t t.

So above cautions on AGEit also hold for JEit with no unemployment

spell. If there are unemployment spells but if T is small and most

people do not change their employment status, then still there can be a

problem of nearly singular matrices; regarding JEit as (6.9) and thus

using only JEil is a solution to avoid the near singularity.

7. Regressor-Differencing with SUM Type Conditions and Efficiency Gain.

In the example (5.1), one of the main interests is on education ED,

the question called "returns to schooling". Since ED. is likely to bei
correlated with Sí, a fíxed-effect model estimator is called for. But

error-differencing will not do, for EDi is removed along with Si; it is
necessary to estimate the model without purging out all time-invariants.
Thís can be done by IVE wíth regressor-dífferencing, the literature of
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which, however, has been limited more or less to SUM type conditions

under either homoskedastícity or heteroskedasticity of known form. In

the following, we will set T-3, and review this part of the literature,

and then discuss an efficiency gain issue using more ínstruments.

Hausman and Taylor (1981) note that the time-invariant part of the

time-variant variables may be used as instruments for the endogenous

time-invariant variables; in the wage example, URi -(lIT)Et~it can be

used as an instrument for EDi. To simplify exposition, recall (5.1) and

consider only 1, RCi and URít as the source for instrument. Under SUM,

the instrument matríx z.' would have looked llkei

(7.1) 0 0 1 RCi
~il

1 0 1 RCi
URi2

0 1 1 RCi
~i3

which would be ínsufficient for the model with EDi in. According to

Hausman and Taylor ( 1981), zi' should be augmented as

(7.2) 0 0 1 RCi
~il ~i.

1 0 1 RCi
~i2 ~i.

0 1 1 RCi
~i3 ~i.

where UR1 may be correlated with EDi; highly educated people may live

in low unemployment area.

Amemiya and MaCurdy (1986) suggest including the time-invariant

variables generated from the exogenous time-variant variables. In the

wage example, zi' should have three new columns in the place of URi :

(7.3) 0 0 1 RCi ~il ~il ~i2 ~i3

1 0 1 RCi
URi2 ~il UR12 URi3

0 1 1 RCi ~i3 ~il ~i2 ~i3 -

Breusch et al.(1989) further extend the instrument matrix by
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including the time-invariant variables generated from the time-variant

variables correlated with ó, under the assumption (5.2). In the wagei
example, we can use the self employment dummy variable SFit. The

instrument matrix zi' becomes

(7.4) 0 0 1 RCi
~il ~il ~i2 ~i3 OSFi2 ASFi3

1 0 1 RCi
~i2 ~il ~i2 ~i3

ASFi2 4SFi3

0 1 1 RCi
~i3 ~il ~12 ~i3 ASFi2 ASFi3

In (7.1) to (7.4), we have increasingly more time-invariant

ínstruments generated by time-variant variables. But comparing (5.7),

(5.9) and (5.11) with (7.1) to (7.4), the latter use only SUM type

conditions whíle the former use far more. This has some interesting

implication on efficiency gain in using more instrument as shown in the

rest of thís section.

After above three papers on IVE with increasingly more instruments,

there came up a question on the efficiency gain. Cornwell and Ruppert
(1988) applied the IVE's in the three papers to the returns-to-schooling

problem, and noted that the efficiency gain was limited to the

coefficient of the endogenous time-invariant regressor ED.. This wasi
plausible, for the new instruments are all time-invariant. Baltagi and

Khanti-Akom (1990) used (almost) the same data set as Cornwell and
Ruppert (1988) used, but with different classifications of the

instruments. They observed that efficiency gain was not limited to the
endogenous time-invariant regressor and that the efficiency gain is much
smaller than that in Cornwell and Ruppert (1988). We will show there
should be no efficiency gaín for the endogenous time-variant variables
so long as SUM fs used; we need at least CON.

Let T-2 and consider a time-variant 2x1 random vector
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mi-(mil,mi2)'. Also consider two tíme-ínvariant random variablcs dí and

ei (both scalar). Consider approximating mi by di and ei. There are a

couple of different ways. One way is to choose ad and ie in

(7.5) ~ mil ~- ld~~ di 1- ae.~ ei 1,

mi2 di J eí J
such that this deviatíon is small in a sense. In this case, both

mil and mi2 are fitted by additaeeí which is time-invariant. Another

way is to choose adl' Ad2' Ael and Ae2 in

(7.6) r mi2 1- adly d01 1- xd2~ ái 1- ael~ eó 1- ae2r pl 1,

such thatLthis is sma11L in a sense. Here mil is fitted by adldi}Aelei
and mi2 is fitted by ad2d1 and aeZei: di and eí can generate a

time-variant feature, so long as di and ei are not independent of mil
and mi2. (7.5) ímposes Adl-Ad2 and ae1-Ae2 in comparison with (7.6).

Recall the wage example where WHit (workíng hours) is the

endogenous tíme-variant variable. Let di-~il and e1-URi2. Then it is

possible that WHil is explained by URil, while WHi2 is explained by URil
(lagged unemployment rate) and URi2 (current unemployment rate). Using

(7.3) or (7.4) leads to (7.5), while using (5.9) or (5.13) leads to

(7.6). Hence, with the moment conditions as in CON, PRE, and EXO, there

can be efficiency gain for the endogenous time-variant regressors as

well as for the endogenous time-invariant regressors.

Baltagi and Khanti-Akom (1990) use a SUM type moment condition

where there should be no efficíency gain for the endogenous time-variant

regressors. Nevertheless, they noted an efficiency gain in one

endogenous time-variant variable, "job experience" (JEít). As discussed

in (6.9) and also noted in their paper, barring unemployment spells,
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(7.7) JEit - JEil t t-1.

With time dummies (IT) in, the only part of JEít left to be explained by

the time-invariant instruments is the time-invariant JEiI. So it is not

surprising to see an efficiency gain ín JEit'

8. MDE When Number of Instruments Varies across Time.

When the number of instruments varies across time, putting together

all the different moment condítions for the different periods is

practically rather cumbersome. In this section, we will estimate each

wave separately, and combine the estimates later with a MDE using

cross-equation restrictions. Using the MDE, we can also test the

constancy of the parameters across t. If the test rejects the constancy,

then (1.4) should be extended to allow time-varying parameters; this is

done in (8.17) later. It'll be seen there that our IVE and GMM are still

applicable to (8.17), if at least CON type conditions are used.

Consider the períod t with kt-many instruments. Define the

following matríces for the tth wave:

(8.1) Yt - Wt~t t Vt

where

(8.2) Yt, Wt, Vt, Zt;

Nxl Nxk Nxl Nxkt

Zt is the Nxkt instrument matrix. The IVE St,ive for the parameter ft is

(8.3) gt.íve '
íWt,Zt(Zt.Zt)-1Zt,Wt}-iWt'Zt(Zt'Zt)-1Zt'Yt.

Also the GMM gt is

(8.4) 8t - {Wt,Zt(Zt,DtZt)-1Zt,Wt}-1Wt'Zt(Zt,DtZt)-1Zt,Yt
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where Dt is diag(Vt) and Vt - Yt - utgt,ive' ~e IVE (8.3) can be seen

also in Holtz-Eakin et al.(1988, footnote 12); they use it not for the

MDE but to easily get vi in (3.6).

Using the vector notation, instead of the matrix,

(8.5) gt,ive-2't - {Eiwitzit IN-(Eizitzit ~N)-1.Eizitwit ~N}-1

EiwitZit ~N (Eizitzit ~N)-lEizitvit~N'

(8.6) St-2t -(Eiwitzit IN'(EizitZit vit2~N)-1 Eizitwit ~N}-1

Eiwitzit ~N (EizitZit vit2~N)-lEizitvit~N

where vit's are the components of Vt.

It is possíble that there may not be enough instruments when t is

close to 1. Then those periods cannot be used for the MDE, which will

entail certain efficiency loss. If T is small and thís problem occurs,

then it will be better to use the GMM by stacking up all moment

conditions (as in (5.13)) rather than the MllE.

Suppose T-3 and we have the estimates gl, g2 and g3 for ~1, ~2 and

~3 respectively; let gN-(gl 'g2 'g3 )~ The restriction used for MDE is

that the slope coefficients pt in ~t, t-1,2,3, are the same, while the

intercepts showíng the time trend are allowed to be different. Denoting

the (k-1)xl common slope parameter vector as p, these restrictions are

(8.7)

i2

p2
T3

p3

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 Ik-1

~ 1 D ~
0 0 0 Ik-1
D D 1 D I

0 0 0 Ik-I J

T1

i2
T3

p

Denote the matrix with 1 and Ik-1 as R, and define ~o-(rl,r2,r3,p')'.
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Subtract gN from both sides of (8.7) to get

(8.8) gl-~1

g2-~2 I g2

IL g3g3 ~3 ~

The idea of MDE ís estimating ~ by minimizing0

(8.9) (gN-R'So)'W-1(gN-R~go)

wrt go where W is a posítive definite matrix. The efficíent choice of W
ís V(gN-R7o)-V[gN-~) owing to (8.8). To get V[gN-~], define At and J~it
such that

(8.10) gt-~t a (lIN)EiAtzit~it - (lIN)Ei~ít;

i.e, At is the kxkt matrix in front of Eizit~it~N in (8.6). Finally

defíne ~í-(~il '~i2 '~i3 ) to get

(8.11) V(gN-2') -p (lIN)Ei~i~ií'~N - WN.

The solution gmde for ( 8.9) is

(8.12) gmde -
(R.WN-1R)-1 R,WN-1gN.

dW(gmde-7) d N(0, (R'WN-1R)-1).

Analogously to GMM over-identífying restriction tests, we get

(8.13) (gN-R gmde)'WN-1(gN-R.gmde) a x22(k-1)

under the null hypothesis (8.7). Alternatívely, we may use the following

idea to test (8.7).

At each t, we obtaín an estímate mt for {~t which is supposed to be
more efficient than mt-1 which is ín turn supposed to be more efficient
than mt-2 and so on. Then we can devise a simple test for the change in
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the slopes:

(8.14) (mt-mt-1) ' {V(mt-l-mt1}-1.(mt-mt-1) -d xk-12.

To estimate (V(.]}-1, define a scalar ~lit and a(k-1)xl vector ~sit
such that ~it-(~lit'~sit )' t-1,2,3, (in the subscripts, "s" is for the

slope). Also define the "effective score" ~sitr for the slope as

~sit~ - ~sit - (Ei~sit~litlEi~lit2} ~lit'

This yields,
a

mt-pt - (lIN)Ei~sit ' t-1...T.

Then, under Ho:pt-l-pt'

(8.15) V(mt-l-mt1 -p (lIN)Ei(~sit.-~si,t-1~)(~sit4-~si,t-1~)~IN.

If we reject (8.7), then we need to allow the slope coefficient to

be time-varying by generalizing the model (1.4) into

(8.16) yit - ci'at f xit'st t Si } uit - wit~ót t vit,

ixkc lxkx lxk

Since the first component of at is the intercept which varies across

t, now we do not need any time dummy variable.

Stacking up the model (8.16) for the unit i across t,

(8.17) Y1 - (ITeci)'a t xi'S t 1Tgi t ui~
Txl Tx(T.k ) Tx(T-k ) Txlc x

- wi~~ t vi. i-1,...,N.

Tx(T.k)

where a-(al', . ,aT')' is a(T.kc)xl vector, S-(~1 ,.,~T )' is a

(T-kx)xl vector, xi-diag(xil '"'xiT ) i s a Tx(T.kx) matrix, and

wi' -((IT~ci)' xi' 1. á -(a~. S~)'.
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Applying IVE and GP44 to (8.17) is straightforward. The only change

needed is that there should be at least T.k many ínstruments. F'or this,

we should ímpose at least CON. Sínce this is barely enough, PRE or EXO

may be better in practice for the tíme-varying coefficient model.

It is possible to generalize (8.16) further by allowing the effect

of the unit-specific term Sí on yít to vary across t as done in

Holtz-Eakin et al.(1988). Suppose

(8.18) yí - ( IT~cí)'a t xi'S t ~~ói t uí,
Txl Tx(T.k ) Tx(T-k ) Txlc x

where ~-(m1...mT)'. This however does not change our estimators, since

they are based on orthogonalíty between Sí and instruments. ~ becomes a

trouble only when one tries to either remove or estimate ~.

9. Conclusions.

In this paper, we reviewed IVE for linear panel data models, using

unconditional orthogonality conditions between the error terms and

instruments. Since no other restrictions are imposed in the way of

conditional moment conditions or distributional assumptions such as

stationarity, we were able to allow a fairly general model. Classifying

the orthogonality conditions ínto four categories provided an uniform

forum to compare various IVE's in the literature. In addition to the

review, we addressed the question of efficiency gain in using more

instruments: the gain does not have to be limited to endogenous

time-invariants. We also showed how to do minimum distance estimation,

and extended our model to test and allow for tíme-varying parameters.
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